
Another day, another dollar -or the case of Friday billion$$
$ of them. Equity Markets rallied almost 3%, putting a smile 
on the face of investors as they headed into the weekend. 
Since their lows of March, Equity Markets have erased half 
of their declines and have pulled out of Bear territory. 

So the question now, is whether Markets have come back 
too far and too fast. The answer to that depends on 
whether investors are supposed to look at the economic 
data now or to expected better numbers a year or more 
out. If Markets reflected the abysmal numbers of Q2, 
where 20 million Americans and 2 million Canadians are 
suddenly out of work, the Market rally would look totally 
disconnected from reality. However, if Markets look to the 
near-term future where the economy is re-opened and life is returning to normal, then a Dow 24k 
seems reasonable.

I have observed since March a marked shift in the national conversation from shelter-at-home orders, 
to a growing clarion call for the restart of the economy (code for the restart of life). This has given 
citizens reason for optimism and provides a reasonable explanation for improving Equity Markets. 
More, Markets do not respond to good or bad news, just better or worse news. And with the mortality 
rates from Covid-19 significantly lower than original projections (case in point was a projected death 
rate of over 2 million in the US alone, when the reality has been only 2% of this total), Markets are 
discounting the near-apocalyptic scenarios that were being discussed only a month ago.

Attached here is a link to an article by Dimensional that looks at how Markets have done following 
significant corrections. Bottom line, is that looking forward, Markets have historically rallied and 
investors who stayed the course were rewarded for their discipline. It’s too soon to know if this will be 
the case this time, but the recent performance of Equity Markets suggests that the pattern of a full 
recovery will be repeated. Good news!

Hope everyone had a good weekend, the sounds of birds in the morning and buds appearing on 
branches certainly widened my Market-rally smile from Friday. Hope it did for you as well.

Be safe, be well! 
Martin
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https://static.twentyoverten.com/5bab86d4e7e32f6280dc7ede/w8gW_rr8FIO/here.pdf
https://firstcapitalfinancial-8889262.twentyoverten.com/around-the-world-blog/x-apple-data-detectors%3A//7

